How to stay

MOTIVATED in
quarantaine
It appears to be
cuddle ‘o clock

Do you have any
roommates?

Have you already had
enough of looking at a
screen all day?

Release
your inner plant
lady

Or...

Craft some beautifull holiday
carts and write your favorite
people about all the amazing
plans you can enjoy after
the quarantaine

Explore your inner writer and
write a book about the current
situation. Who know in fifty
years what is will be worth?

Build yoursel the most
epic blanket fort that's
ever made, decorate it with
every fluffy attribute
and fairy ligth you can
find around your place.

Wish you could go on vacantion
again? Me too. But he! We can
plan a trip right?
Although traveling itself is
currently strongly discouraged,
you are still able to use your
imagination and plan the
perfect trip for after the
quarantine. If everything is
settled again, what would be
the first place you would like
to visit?
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Called her
already this
week?

Let's find you something fun to
do to bring back that motivation!
Are you in for something...

Other?

Did you already try to
create a motivation poster
for the quarantaine times?

How large may your
artwork become?
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What are you waiting
for? Call up that hot
stuff and open up those
endorphine channels and
clear your mind. You sure
feel motivated afterwards.
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Glad you asked

Sporty?

Extreme home make over!
Time for some new paint
on that walls and a whole
new design. A change of
environment is often
good to gain new
motivation.
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A lack of motivation could easily
occur when you feel like you are
stuck in a same boring rythm where
you do not accomplishing anything
anymore. When you try out something
new, especially in another field than
your studies (new exercise/sport)
you might be feeling a lot better, get
back your confidence and become
more motivated to start studying
again.

You ARE Picasso!
Create a painting
o your wall with
a little help of a
beamer.

Online you can find plenty of
workouts/ tutorials/ classes for
different kinds of sports that you
can all do at home! Check it out!
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Do you have to
stay inside?

Go on a
treasure
hunt. Apps
like geocaching can be
a fun way to do this.
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Cycling

Hell yeah
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Yes!

Go for a walk

Great! Plenty of
options for you. Try
out one of these:
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Finally finish that photo
album that you were planning
on making since for ever. And
while you're already busy, why
not organize your entire photo
collection right away?
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Creative?
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Or...

Yes, friends
with benefits
also counts

Any friends
you can call?

Was that hug enough
motivation for you both?

Dust off your old
game computer or
treat yourself on the
latest game
No

Create your own boardgame
to play with your roommates
or family.

Realize that you are probably not
the only one that feels lonely or
demotivated during these weird
times. Check with your buddies
who could also use a motivational
boots or maybe just a hug! Note
that you’re a human being and that
you need social interaction to stay
happy and healthy.
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Great! Much better

Or...

Yes!

Move that ass of
the
couch and get yo
urself
outside. Nature
has a
calming effect on
the
mind.
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Start learning
all sorts of random
facts for upcoming
(virtual) pubquizzes.

Literally wash
a way your
worries and
concerns with
a nice bath or
shower.
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At least as important of taking
care of you physical wellbeing is
your mental wellbeing, especially
during these times where you are
the only one taking care of yourself! Be nice to you, you deserve it.
The best self care tips for you:
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Really?
That's where
you're going?

Nope

Time to
get one?

Too bad

That makes a lot
of sense since
everything is
closed. But that
doesn’t mean
you have to be
bored. Let’s find
you something
fun to do to get
you motivated
again!
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Yeah.. but I don’t
really like ‘m
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Depressed

aster with
Become a zen m
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Come on, look
how cute it is!
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What's the
dealio bro?

Have another

Better?

not so motivated
today, are we?
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Great! Mu
ch better

Already reached the
recommended max.
dosis of 4 cups of
cofffee for today?

Do you mind if you
have to buy/ lend
some equipment?

Watch sunrise/ dawn

Go to a
place you
always
wanted to go but
never did.
Get lost.
The best
way to
find new secret
spots!

Doesn’’t really
matter what you
do, just going outside as often more
impact than you
imagine.

Great! Much better

Or...

Invite all
of your
friends for
an online
dance batt
le!

More talent than
you expected? Make
an awesome video clip
together as a reminder
to these crazy times.

Become your oriwtner!
sing and songw
Or

And most importantly:
It's okay to be a little less
motivated now and then.
Listen to your needs and treat yourself nicely. When
you are your best self it will be much easier to
find back your motivation! Take care and be safe.

Might also be about time to
update your playlist for
during your road trip!

A flowchart by Didi van Dijk

You are AWESOME!
Now let's get back to work

